
The Acer outperformed the more 
expensive MSI laptop in every single 
test, which is rather impressive given 
the fact that they are equipped with the 
same hardware.

The thin design and light weight start with 
the chassis, which Acer has crafted out of 
aluminum. On a premium laptop design, 
this is expected, and Acer’s execution is top-
notch. Acer has also angled the top corners 
slightly, which is a nice touch. It’s a simple, 
but well-executed design
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An excellent piece of kit” and stating it is “the 
15-inch RTX 2080 machine to beat right now.” 
Praising its design and performance, they 
noted, “With a sleek and understated Max-Q 
design, the Triton 500 is not only handsome, 
but it’s powerful.

The Acer Predator Triton is a testament 
to the company’s improving design. It’s 
a slim machine packing Nvidia’s RTX 
graphics and a bright, vivid display . . . if 
you want enough specs to get you gaming 
in a thin laptop that can slip into a bag 
and has some good looks, too, the Triton 
500 is up your alley.

Predator 
Triton 500

MSI
GS75 Stealth

Price as tested $2,499 $2,999

GPU RTX2080 w/Max-Q

Unigine Heaven 4.0 100 94

Far Cry 5 87 83

Hitman 2016 56 48

Rise of the Tomb Raider 59 56

3DMark Time Spy 7182 6767

3DMark Fire Strike 15814 15546

3DMark Skydiver 34047 35935

PCMARK 8 4597 4014

Battery rundown time 141 mins 167 mins
Gaming tests run at 1920x1080 with ultra settings, best scores bolded.
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